
Dear Families,

December is here and that means something 
special in the computer lab: Hour of Code!
In class, all students will engage in coding through 
online experiences that provide great fun and new 
challenges.  Please visit our web pages if you 
would like to try some other coding activities.  An 
additional resource you can explore as a family is 
the official Hour of Code webpage:
https://hourofcode.com/us/learn.  Have fun!

Smiles,
Mrs. Klein and Mrs. Cook

Lea Klein
Francis A. Desmares/Barley Sheaf
https://sites.google.com/frsd.us/comput
erlabhome

Diane Cook
Copper Hill/Robert Hunter
https://sites.google.com/frsd.us/comput
er-lab-rhchhome



Kindergarten First Grade

Second Grade Third & Fourth
Grades

Kindergarten students are starting with 
an offline coding experience.  We will 
listen to the classic story We’re Going 
on a Bear Hunt, then code the journey 
the family takes in the book.

We follow that  up with an online 
coding adventure with Code Monkey.  
(https://hourofcode.com/codemonkeyjr)
This is a new program for us and we 
really enjoyed it.

In other years,  we used Kodable and 
love it.  This year, we felt it was a lot of 
clicks to get to the fun for independent 
students. We encourage families to 
visit this together for a great time.
https://game.kodable.com/hour-of-code

First Grade students are trying out Light 
Bot.  It is a great opportunity to explore 
direction, procedures and orientation of 
the game player through coding.
(https://lightbot.com/hour-of-code.html)

Another great activity the students will 
enjoy is The Foos.  When we are in 
person, the program is loaded onto the 
machines.  The Hour of Code version 
has a few clicks to get to the game play, 
making it tough for students to use 
independently, so we encourage the 
families to try it together.
(https://hourofcode.com/foos)

Second Grade students are
travelling to Hogwarts for
The Hour of Code.

The students will be casting spells and 
learning how to use block based 
programming to create unique magic.
(https://hoc-2018.kano.me/challenges/ho
me)

Students who want to explore coding 
and create something with more 
permanence should try coding their own 
sports app. These can be shared with 
family and friends through a unique link.  
Students are encouraged to share the 
finished links with us so we can post 
them for their friends to play.
(https://code.org/athletes)

Third and Fourth Grade 
students are going on a 

new immersive role play coding 
adventure.  They will also see how the 
games they play are written. Joining in 
on the role playing game enthusiasm, 
Ozaria will take students on an 
experience and they will use Python 
coding to complete the tasks.
(https://hourofcode.com/codecombatozaria)

There are dozens of other learning 
experiences that capitalize on the 
interests of all students that can be 
found on the Hour of Code website.


